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Highlights: 

We aim to provide the very first insight into ALA+MM molecular profiles and compare the results 

with ALA and with MM. Our detailed study of ALA and ALA+MM represents an important step 

towards the improved understanding of their genetic and transcriptomic background, which is a 

prerequisite for the development of optimal treatment strategies in the future. 
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Letter to the Editor 

Light-chain (AL) amyloidosis (ALA) is a rare but fatal monoclonal gammopathy (MG) causing organ 

and tissue damage resulting from the deposition of misfolded immunoglobulin free light chains in the 

form of amyloid fibrils1. In some cases, ALA coexists with multiple myeloma (MM, ALA+MM), which is 

the second most common blood cancer and is caused by the proliferation of clonal plasma cells 

(PCs)2. Due to insufficient knowledge of ALA and ALA+MM biology, therapeutic options have 

mirrored treatment regimens of MM, which focus on the elimination of clonal PCs3,4. We investigated 

the mutation and gene expression profiles in clonal aberrant PCs (aPCs) in order to better understand 

ALA and ALA+MM etiology and to clarify the molecular differences between individual MG 

diagnoses. 

To address this, we analyzed newly diagnosed (untreated) histologically proven 14 ALA samples, 11 

ALA+MM samples and 37 MM samples. All ALA+MM and MM samples manifested at least one 

myeloma-defining event. We isolated DNA and/or RNA from clonal bone marrow PCs sorted using 

CD45-PB, CD38-FITC, CD19-PECy7 and CD56-PE fluorescent antibodies. Samples of frozen aPCs from 

12 ALA, 10 ALA+MM and 29 MM were subjected to whole genome amplification using REPLI-g Mini 

Kit (Qiagen) employing multiple displacement amplification. Amplified DNA and DNA from peripheral 

blood (for exclusion of germline variants) served for exome library preparation and sequencing 

(median coverage 56x, Supplemental Table S3). RNA was transcribed from 6 ALA, 4 ALA+MM and 8 

MM newly diagnosed patients and hybridized on GeneChip Human Gene 1.0 ST Array. Detailed 

methods and patient’s characteristics are in the Supplemental Methods and Supplemental Tables S1 

and S8. Four ALA and three ALA+MM samples were used for both the exome and the transcriptome 

analysis in parallel. 



We evaluated only SNVs due to the potential bias in indels and CNVs introduced by the WGA 

amplification method5. Median numbers of non-synonymous exonic SNVs that passed “effect” filters 

for ALA, ALA+MM, MM cohorts were 16.5, 20.5 and 23, respectively, and mutation burden was 

similar across all three cohorts, median 1.36 SNVs per Mb (range 0.28 - 5.86) (Figure 1A, 

Supplemental Table S2). The mutation burden did not significantly correlate with age in ALA or MM. 

For ALA+MM the test was not performed due to the lack of age information of some patients. The 

intra-sample analysis of clonality was performed in samples exceeding 30 unfiltred non-synonymous 

SNVs and coverage ≥ 10X in copy number neutral regions. The results were available for 10 ALA, 9 

ALA+MM and 29 MM patients. Of those, only one clone was observed in 1 ALA, 2 ALA+MM, and 3 

MM samples (Supplemental table S1). MM samples in our analysis were composed of a higher 

number of subclones when compared to ALA and ALA+MM, though the difference was not 

statistically significant (Figure 1B). Median number of sublones for ALA and ALA+MM remained 4 

subclones per sample, median for MM was 5 subclones per sample.  

The total pool of mutated genes consisted of 209 genes for ALA, 191 for ALA+MM and 682 for MM 

(Supplemental Tables S4-S6). Overlap of gene sets among diagnoses is provided in Figure 1C. 

Heterogeneity of mutated gene profiles could be observed among all studied cohorts. Pairwise 

comparisons showed that only 6 mutated genes (FAT3, MUC3A, MUC6, PABPC3, RYR3, ZDHHC11) 

were present in at least one sample in all three diagnoses. These genes code for large proteins and 

possess a medium or high gene damage according to gene damage index score, which points to their 

polymorphic nature in the normal population. Thus, variants in those genes are unlikely to be disease 

causing6 , however, the role of some those genes in MM, e.g. FAT3, is still debated7. 

We identified more genes shared between ALA+MM versus MM (25) than in ALA versus MM (14) or 

ALA versus ALA+MM (6). This suggests a slightly more similar mutation profile between ALA+MM and 

MM. From the list of all 209 ALA mutated genes, only 26 genes were shared with previous 

sequencing project of Boyle et al. 20188 and 4 mutated genes were in common with the original 

study by Paiva et al. 20169 (Supplemental table S7). Such low gene set overlaps are in line with the 

assumed mutational heterogeneity in ALA.  

Our datasets were not large enough to perform analysis of significantly mutated genes. Within ALA, 

ALA+MM and MM cohort, genes mutated in more than one patient represented only 2, 6 and 47 

genes (1%, 3% and 6.9%), respectively (Figure 1C). Such a marked heterogeneity was also detected in 

previous ALA exome studies8,9. However, Boyle’s work reported that 16 % of the genes in ALA were 

mutated more than once8. The observed difference can be explained by the different approach for 

separation of target populations of cells and by different variant calling algorithms.  

We performed comparison of all mutated genes with the 63 known MM drivers obtained from 

Walker et al. 201810. The results revealed that the average number of drivers per patient was lower 



in ALA and ALA+MM versus MM, though the differences were not significant (Figure 1D). The total 

number of drivers present in the entire set of samples (ALA, ALA+MM and MM) was 28 (Figure 1E, 

Supplemental Table S2). The only shared mutated drivers among diagnoses were NRAS found in 

ALA+MM and MM, and DIS3 present in ALA and MM. Interestingly, ALA and ALA+MM did not possess 

any SNV in the same driver gene (Figure 1E). Previously identified ALA drivers DIS3 and EP300 overlap 

with our ALA dataset and NRAS and TRAF3 overlap with our ALA+MM dataset8 (Supplemental Table 

S7). The most frequent functional driver categories were epigenetic regulators in ALA, NF-κB pathway 

in ALA+MM and MEK/ERK pathway in MM (Figure 1E). Interestingly, the NF-κB pathway was 

previously suggested to be one of the main affected pathways for ALA8. 

Surprisingly, the differences at the mutational level did not manifest at the gene expression level. 

Our analysis did not reveal any differentially expressed genes between ALA and ALA+MM despite 

using several thresholds of significance. The expression analysis yielded 783 deregulated genes (837 

probe sets) on the level of 0.05 p-value and fold change above 2 or below 0.5 in ALA or ALA+MM 

compared to MM (Supplemental Tables S9-S10).  

Genes uniquely up-regulated in ALA fall into the regulation of B cell activation, phagocytosis or 

regulation of protein localization pathway gene ontology (GO) terms (Figure 2A, Supplemental Table 

S11), while genes that were exclusively down-regulated in ALA belonged to the mitochondrial 

translation and ribosome biogenesis GO terms (Figure 2B, Supplemental Table S11). The small 

number of deregulated genes between MM and ALA+MM only, did not allow for identification of 

pathways uniquely affected in these entities (Figure 2A,B; Supplemental Table S11). 

Although our dataset was relatively small (18 samples), we detected a specific pattern of gene 

expression common in ALA and ALA+MM versus MM. Interestingly, the expression profiles and 

pathways specific for ALA/ALA+MM pointed to down-regulation of genes involved in mitochondrial 

RNA metabolism and translation (Figure 2, Supplemental Table S11). Ribosomal deregulation in ALA 

was previously indicated by Kryukov et al. in 201611, however, our set of ribosomal proteins is 

involved in the function of mitochondrial rather than cytoplasmic ribosomes. We can speculate that 

downregulation of mitochondrial translation is a compensatory mechanism for increased stress. 

Downregulation of mitochondrial RNAs to avoid oxidative stress was described by Crawford et al. in 

199712 and oxidative stress as well as ER stress were found to be elevated in ALA versus MM PCs13.  

One of the most important aims and biological questions of our study was to characterize the 

mutation and subclonal profile of ALA+MM and determine whether it is more similar to ALA or MM. 

To answer this question, we first defined similarities at the level of the somatic variants. More 

mutated genes were shared between ALA+MM and MM. On the other hand, there were more 

similarities in the number of subclones between ALA and ALA+MM compared to MM. This 

observation is supported by clonality study using cytogenetic methods14. Results of Bochtler et al. 



demonstrated that all PC dyscrasias containing amyloid deposits share less clones compared to non-

ALA counterparts14. Furthermore, we compared the gene expression levels to gain additional insights 

into ALA+MM. Surprisingly, transcription profiles of ALA and ALA+MM were indistinguishable, while 

MM was a clearly separate entity, but still closer to ALA+MM than to ALA.  

Based on these results, we conclude that ALA+MM share mutation profile more similar to MM, but 

these changes were not manifested on the gene expression level, or on the level of plasma cell 

infiltration. The typical myeloma symptoms present in ALA+MM may thus be caused by mechanisms 

other than the global expression profile of aPCs. 

Our detailed study of ALA diseases represents an important step towards improved understanding of 

their genetic and transcriptomic background, which is a perquisite for development of optimal 

treatment strategies in the future. 

 

Data availability: All sequencing reads mapped on the reference genome are deposited in European 

Genome-phenome Archive (EGA) with accession code EGAS00001004214. Gene expression data-

matrix is available in Supplemental Table S10. 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1: Profiling of somatic variants. A) Distribution of numbers of filtered SNVs per sample in ALA, 

ALA+MM and MM. B) Distribution of subclones in ALA, ALA+MM and MM. C) Overlap of sets of 

mutated genes in ALA, ALA+MM and MM (large circles); numbers of genes mutated in more than 

two samples within ALA, ALA+MM and MM (small circles). D) Distribution of MM drivers per sample 

in ALA, ALA+MM and MM. E) Heat-map of occurrence of mutated drives in each cohort. Cohort sizes 

are given in brackets. The assignment of drivers into functional categories was performed according 

to Walker et al. 20188; ST kinase - serine/threonin kinase.  

 

Figure 2. GO analysis of genes differentially expressed in ALA and ALA+MM versus MM diagnoses 

and assigned into the category “biological process”. A) The overlap of up-regulated genes in ALA 

and ALA+MM. The top up-regulated pathways are provided for the colored intersections. B) The 

overlap of down-regulated genes in ALA and ALA+MM. The top down-regulated pathways are 

provided for the colored intersections. 1 p=0.000002, 2 p=0.000283, 3 p=0.00078, 4 p=0.000011, 5 

p=0.001867, 6 p=0.04333, 7 p=0.02736. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS 

Material and methods 

# patients’ samples 

In total, 14 ALA samples, 11 ALA+MM samples and 37 MM samples from newly diagnosed patients 

from medical centers in the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, Hungary, and the USA were included in 

the study. 12 ALA, 10 ALA+MM, and 29 MM samples were used for WES, and 6 ALA, 4 ALA+MM, 8 MM 

samples were used for GEP (of those, 4 ALA and 3 ALA+MM samples were analyzed for WES and GEP 

in parallel). Patients’ characteristics are provided in the Supplemental Table S1 and S8. All patients 

were included in this study upon signing an informed consent form. The study was approved by 

institutional ethics boards and is in accordance with the current version of the Helsinki Declaration. 

The clinical criteria for patient enrollment in the ALA cohort were the presence of AL amyloidosis 

detected by Congo Red staining and confirmed by immunohistochemistry. MM was defined as 

manifesting one of the CRAB symptoms. ALA+MM was diagnosed in case both, ALA (presence of 

amyloid) and MM (CRAB symptoms), criteria were met. 

# sample collection, cell separation and DNA isolation 

Clonal BM PCs of 12 ALA, 10 ALA+MM and first batch of 6 MM were isolated from frozen or fresh 

mononuclear cell fraction by FACSAria III (BD Biosciences) using CD45-PB, CD38-FITC, CD19-PECy7 and 

CD56-PE fluorescent antibodies (DAKO, Cytognos, Beckman Coulter) to obtain an 

immunophenotypically abnormal PC population. Tumor DNA was isolated from aPCs using All Prep 

DNA/RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen), followed by pre-amplification using the REPLI-g Mini Kit (Qiagen) following 

the manufacturer's protocol in ALA and ALA+MM aPCs samples. Control DNA was obtained from whole 

peripheral blood by MagCore automatized station (Anatolia Geneworks).  

Samples from the the second batch of 23 MM provided by prof. Gareth Morgan (IDs ARK01-ARK26), 

Supplemental Table S1) were isolated by CD138 fluorescent marker and DNA was extracted using All 

Prep DNA/RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen). 

# exome sequencing 

One batch of exome libraries (paired tumor-normal samples from 12 ALA, 10 ALA+MM and 6 MM) was 

prepared using SureSelect Human All Exon V5 Kit (Agilent Technologies) and sequenced on Illumina 

HiSeq 4000 platform, 100 cycles. Second batch (23 MM samples; IDs ARK01-ARK26, Supplemental 

Table S1) was prepared using SureSelect Human All Exon V5 + IGH, IGK, IGL, MYC (Agilent Technologies) 

library preparation kit and sequenced on Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform in paired-end settings, 75 



cycles. The sequencing data along with the patients’ clinical data for the second batch were kindly 

provided by Professor Morgan’s group. 

# preprocessing of reads 

The raw sequence reads were checked for quality by FastQC (version 0.11.5)1, and MutliQC (version 

1.4)2, followed by preprocessing including adapter trimming, removing low quality reads by 

Trimmomatic (version 0.36)3. Only trimmed paired-end reads having minimal length 70 bp were kept 

for further analysis (parameters: PE -phred33 -threads 4 $FORWARD $REVERSE paired/$FW_PAIRED 

unpaired/$FW_UNPAIRED paired/$RE_PAIRED unpaired/$RE_UNPAIRED 

ILLUMINACLIP:$ADAPTERS:2:30:10 LEADING:10 TRAILING:10 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:20 MINLEN:70). 

 # mapping and post-mapping filtering 

Paired-end processed reads were aligned to human reference sequence build GRChr38 without 

alternate locus scaffolds 

(ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/all/GCA/000/001/405/GCA_000001405.15_GRCh38/seqs_for_al

ignment_pipelines.ucsc_ids/GCA_000001405.15_GRCh38_no_alt_analysis_set.fna) using BWA-MEM 

(version 0.7.1)4. To treat shorter split hits as secondary alignments and make the output compatible 

for Picard tool, the -M flag was used. PCR duplicates, which can lead to false positive variant calls, were 

marked using Picard MarkDuplicates tool (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard.), (version 2.9.0), and 

post-mapping filters in samtools (version 1.4)5 were applied to remove unmapped, low mapping 

quality (MAPQ ≤ 10), not primary aligned, chimeric reads, and reads with alternative sites to obtain 

high-quality and uniquely mapped reads only. Reads were realigned around indels using GATK (version 

3.8.0)6 to correct for misaligned reads spanning indels using database of known indels 

Mills_and_1000G_gold_standard.indels.hg387. Reads were recalibrated based on Base Quality Score 

Recalibration (BQSR) implemented in GATK to remove systematic errors made by sequencer (version 

3.8.0)6. To provide a set of known variants, which are used to mask out bases at sites of expected 

variation and do not count real variants as errors, dbSNP build ID:150 was used8. 

# somatic SNVs calling 

Somatic single nucleotide variants (SNVs) from matched normal-tumor samples were detected using 

VarScan2 in somatic mode (version 2.4.2, parameters: --min-coverage 5 --min-var-freq 0.05 --min-freq-

for-hom 0.75 --tumor-purity 0.9 --somatic-p-value 0.05 --strand-filter 1 --output-vcf)9. Minimum 

coverage in normal and tumor sample to call variant was set to 5 reads. Since tumor samples could be 

contaminated with normal cells, purity for tumor sample was set to 0.9. Option to filter strand bias 

was turned on and output format was set to vcf. Other parameters were set as default. The detected 

SNVs were subsequently processed using Varscan2 processSomatic subcommand (parameters: --min-



tumor-freq 0.10 --max-normal-freq 0.05 --p-value 0.05), which separates a somatic output file by 

somatic_status (Germline, Somatic, LOH) and further classifies variant to high-confidence or low-

confidence. The p-value for calling high-confidence variants was set to 0.05. Other settings were 

default. Additional filter included in VarScan2, somaticFilter, was applied to remove somatic mutations 

that are likely false positives with minimum VAF set to 0.10. SNVs outside target regions were excluded 

using bedtools intersect (version 2.26.0)10. Computational resources were supplied by the Czech 

National Grid Infrastructure operated by CESNET – MetaCentrum (e-INFRA LM2018140). 

# copy number analysis 

Copy number aberrations were derived from WES data using CODEX211. The scripts used in this study 

are available at https://github.com/janka2012/AML_WES/scripts. 

# clonality 

SciClone12 (Miller 2014) clustering analysis of variant allele frequencies was performed on individual 

patients using point mutations from copy number neutral regions with coverage ≥ 10X. Only samples 

having 30 or more somatic SNPs were included in this analysis. 

# annotation of SNVs and filtration 

SNVs sets were annotated against human genome version (hg38) and appropriate GTF file in version 

95 from Ensembl13 by our in-house scripts. Only splice site mutations and nonsynonymous mutations 

were selected. SIFT, Polyphen-HDIV, and Polyphen-HVAR from dbNSFP database14 were used for 

protein functional predictions. Variants that were not rated as ‘tolerated’ by at least one predictor 

were finally evaluated (Supplemental Tables S4-S6). 

# SNVs descriptive statistics 

Data were presented as boxplots, center lines show the medians; box limits indicate the 25th and 75th 

percentiles as determined by R software; whiskers extend 1.5 times the interquartile range from the 

25th and 75th percentiles, outliers are represented by dots. Differences in the mutational load 

between the cohorts of were analyzed using the two-sided Mann-Whitney U test. A p-value of <0.05 

was considered statistically significant. 

# Gene expression profiling 

RNA was isolated using All Prep DNA/RNA Mini kit (Qiagen) and amplified and reverse transcribed using 

the Ovation Pico WTA System V2 (NuGEN) according to manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, first strand 

cDNA was synthesized using chimeric primer mix, followed by second strand cDNA synthesis, SPIA 

amplification and purification of amplified cDNA. Samples were fragmented and labeled using Encore 

https://github.com/janka2012/AML_WES/scripts
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?tpkTtE
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?U7ksU8


Biotin Module (NuGEN) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Biotinylated cDNA was 

hybridized to GeneChip Human Gene 1.0 ST Array (Applied Biosystems) overnight at 45 °C and stained 

on Genechip Fluidics Station 450 (Applied Biosystems) using GeneChip™ Hybridization, Wash, and Stain 

Kit (Applied Biosystems) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Affymetrix GeneChip® Scanner 

3000 7G was used with scanning and image acquisition protocol F450_007. The image data was 

analyzed in AGCC 3.2.0.1515 software. Feature extraction cell generation algorithm version was 

1.0.0.1515. 

# Statistical analysis of gene expression 

Robust Multi-array Average (RMA) was applied to generate normalized probeset-level expression data 

in APT (Affymetrix power tools)15. In the next step, quantile normalization was used to prevent the 

effect of “batch” effect. Pairwise comparisons of gene expression in diagnoses (MM, ALA, ALA+MM) 

were performed using empirical Bayes moderated t-statistics from limma package. P-values were 

corrected for multiple testing comparison using Benjamini-Hochberg procedure at significance level 

0.05. Gene selection for subsequent analysis was based on fold change (FCH) and p-value. Statistical 

analysis was performed in the software R version 3.6.1 (www.r-project.org). 

# Pathways analysis 

Genes up-regulated ≥2 or down-regulated ≤1/2 with p<0.05 in MM versus other diagnoses were 

compared. Differentially expressed genes assigned into category “Biological process” were analyzed in 

Enrichr tool16 with default settings.  
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